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Welcome to the August edition of FMJ. By the
time this magazine lands on your desk, or pops
up on your computer screen the summer will be
over, or at least in its death throws. Hopefully
you’re all back at your desks with a nice tan
and recharged batteries because we’re about to
share a few exiting announcements with you.

F

MJ’s elves have been busy over the last few weeks and
months preparing for the re-launch of our sister magazine
Cleaning Hygiene Today. CHT has been on hiatus for two and a
half years, taking time out to read some of the classics and see
some of the world. However it will be back in the autumn with a
 
         
content just as good as FMJ and all the latest news from the
cleaning and hygiene sectors. Keep your eye out.
There is also some interesting news for FMJ readers as well. We
are delighted to reveal that Martyn Freeman, managing director of
facilities management at Mitie, will be sharing his thoughts about the
FM sector every month with us in a blog published by FMJ online and
in print. Check out his thoughts inside.
Finally we are also going to devote some space every month to
               
for charities and the community in general. We frequently get great
feedback on the charity press releases we publish online and feel
that those doing good deserve recognition
Elsewhere in this magazine you will get all our usual content,
features looking at drinking water, monitoring, energy management
and workplace psychiatry. That’s as well as a case study explaining
                   
               

As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of
the magazine, together with your insight into what’s happening
in the FM sector.

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk

From Single to Multi-user
CAFM solutions to suit you
Enable your workforce, whatever the size, with our always connected solutions
Concept Evolution CAFM & FSI GO Workforce Mobility from FSI
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We constantly hear about people “faking
it, until they make it”. Did this cliché apply
       
  
position, or indeed at any point in your career? What
advice would you give to people who (for whatever
reason) feel they aren’t up to the job?

A shortage of water leads to lack of
awareness, problems with concentration
and poor short-term memory. But ask anyone
what they reach for when they need a boost, and
    ""        
list. How can FMs encourage more people to drink
water, the healthiest and cheapest option there is?
# $         
of drinking water in the workplace, looks at the
best ways to encourage people to choose healthy
options and discusses how best to bring water to the
workplace.
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38

Workplace wellbeing is about far more
than just physical health – psychological
and social aspects play an equally important role.
Jan-Hein Hemke, managing director of Facilicom
explains how service providers that want to
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marketplace need to create a culture of meritocracy,
helping employees to advance through the
development of talent and ability.
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or capabilities? Justin Bass, managing director of
furniture and design consultants Sketch Studios
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Anthony Hay continues his series exploring
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A round up of the latest business wins,
partnerships and acquisitions in the world
of facilities management.
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Sales director for Crane Merchandising
Systems, Mike Kane argues that having
cashless payment systems in place in your buildings
has never been so relevant, particularly when it
comes to vending.
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FM professionals are looking to technology
to address a rising tide of water costs – as
well as performance, sustainability and hygiene
concerns. Propelair CEO Garry Moore reports.
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People: Find out who’s moving where in the
facilities management profession.

Career Ladder: This month we talk to JanHein Hemke, MD of Facilicom about how he
came from Amsterdam to the UK FM sector.

 Next Month
In next month’s edition we will take a look at
how networking can aid people on both sides
  

that EU membership has had on the FM sector.
We get advice on preparing your business for
the onslaught of winter and get our hands
dirty digging through the world of recycling
and sustainability. Finally we take a look at
new legislation requirements and the future of
the mailroom. So if you have any thoughts or
feedback please email:

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
AUGUST 2015
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INDUSTRY EXPERT COLUMN

IN MY VIEW

SURVEY REVEALS KEY ROLE

OF FM SOFTWARE
David Ward, managing director of Ward Security

SENSITIVE SECURITY IS THE
KEY TO A SMOOTH RUNNING
EVENT, SAYS DAVID WARD OF
WARD SECURITY
Events can cover anything from new business
launches, open days, seminars, and lots
in between. It could also be the case that
the event is honoured by the presence of
VIP delegates, and in some cases those VIP
guests could even include royalty. In the
latter case the need for more stringent,
tightly planned and well executed security
should be obvious. But even in the case
of lesser events, there will be a need for
a heightened security stance to protect
against everything from opportunist
criminals, to protesters, and even industrial
espionage.
The challenge for security is to understand
the nature of the event, the additional
risks and threats, and then to work with
you and the police (if necessary) to pull
together a tight plan for security that does
not negatively infringe on the event, but is
instead subtle and effective. However, if
you are planning such an event you should
remember that today’s expert security
suppliers will in fact be able to deliver a
range of complementary services to help
your event run smoothly. These will include
welcoming and directing guests, and even
 
        
eg. disabled access.
Today’s security operatives are experts in
delivering sensitive security, so the advice
is to liaise with your security supplier in the
initial days of planning an event. You might
be pleasantly surprised at the level of value
they can add.

A

recent survey conducted by Service Works
Group in collaboration with the Facilities Show
has highlighted an industry need for clear long-term
         
helping facilities managers to meet the challenges
 !   "   "
  "! 
The survey revealed that in order to create a clearer
picture of how FM technology can demonstrate a longterm value of facilities management through improved
data quality, auditability, and compliance, the industry
must cut through the jargon.
The survey highlighted a number of key areas where
    % 
     
including:

 Increased FM efficiency, as stated by 73 per cent
of respondents
 Improved auditability for 72 per cent of
organisations

 Health and Safety compliance, according to 60
per cent of respondents
 Improved KPI & SLA Performance, for 56 per cent
of businesses
 Cost savings, which were secured by 54 per cent
of respondents.
Yet the survey also revealed that the industry is
tied up in confusing acronyms, leading to lack of
          
functionality. Over 40 per cent of respondents believe
that acronyms such as CAFM, CMMS, IWMS, MMS, FMIS
describe products with broadly similar functionality,
  &'            
Emerging as key to the future of FM strategy were
self-service technology and mobile capability (the latter
        *'        

       +   
the increasingly pivotal role of FM in helping businesses
achieve competitive advantage.

NEW PLATFORM PROVIDES FMS WITH DIRECT ROUTE TO PEST EXPERTS
A new online platform has been launched, providing facilities managers with a direct route to pest control experts
in any particular area. The user-friendly ‘Find A Professional’ facility works from an extensive database held by
BASIS PROMPT – an industry initiative register providing independent proof that a pest controller has received
proper professional training and has continued to update their expertise through Continuing Professional
Development (CPD).
Rob Simpson, managing director of BASIS PROMPT, said: “Facilities managers with pest issues can simply click
on a map to bring up a list of expert controllers in their locality.

Ward Security
t: 0845 872 1327
www.ward-security.co.uk
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and specialised and it can be false economy to ignore the professional approach simply to save money.”
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OFFICE DEPOT INSIGHTS REVEAL
PRODUCTIVITY GAP IS A BARRIER TO
BUSINESS EFFICIENCY
UK businesses have become more cautious than ever about spending and
  !     " !  ! 
!89 
/        1   2  
Statistics show that the UK’s workplace productivity
is historically 30 per cent lower than in other
developed countries, such as Germany and America.
5  1  6   % 
      7   %     
be looked at holistically from a processes, practices
and services point of view. For example, scrutinising
supplier relationships, ensuring resources are being
utilised regularly and checking that systems and
     
   
2  8         1  6
UK, says business owners now need to be ruthless
            
                9
explained:
“The productivity gap is a real problem many are
faced with and businesses need to tackle workplace
    ;  <      
cautious business culture that’s made companies
increasingly aware of costs. One of the biggest
           
between knowing when to invest and being sensible
about cost management.
“A motivated workforce is a productive one and
companies need to go back to basics and assess
      % <       
all encompassing to consider what environments
people perform best in, as well as looking at current

processes in place, such as supply management and
how to maximise buying power.”
It’s been predicted by the Bank of England that the
=>V     XZ      
if workplace productivity had continued to rise at
the level it was before the economic crash in 2008.
Crunden continued: “Companies can improve
                
        ] ; 
environments, typical contributors to waste include
everything from automatic contract renewals
and unnecessary meetings to over reliance on
technology.”
However, Crunden warns businesses must not
overlook how workplace surroundings can positively
impact productivity. He concluded:
^<        
%      % 
motivation and performance. The workplace of
the near future is one that allows employees to
collaborate and share ideas but also concentrate
on cognitively challenging tasks. For example,
easily interchangeable and adjustable desks, where
  %         
workstation to focus on individual tasks and block
out noise pollution.”
1  6       
for businesses on how to improve workplace
productivity.

CBRE GETS WINNING VERDICT FOR FM DEAL
G

    ";'#/"      "$!!
 <=;     !   *>("(+? @  
>   
CBRE was awarded the contract through its FM and Technical Services arm, and will deliver
mechanical and electrical engineering, fabric, cleaning, waste management, security and pest control
%       _$   
% 6        8`/{  | ^}  ~     8   
 
     %  %  
       ~   < 
         %     %        
driving innovative facilities management practices is seamless. We look forward to working with its
team to become fully integrated delivering on its long term facilities management objectives.”
More London, situated opposite a world heritage site, spans 13.5 acres of prime real estate with
adjoining public art, greenery and innovative water features on the River Thames. It is characterised
by a new style of working community in Central London with a suite of leading companies working
from its base.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

DATES FOR THE

FM DIARY
SEPTEMBER 2015
15-17
#$NEC, Birmingham
www.rwmexhibition.com

OCTOBER 2015
06-11
UK Construction Week
NEC, Birmingham
www.ukconstructionweek.com

OCTOBER 2015
07-09
%$  $   
Conference & Expo 2015
Colorado Convention Center, Denver,
Colorado, USA
www.worldworkplace.ifma.org

OCTOBER 2015
12
'%  ()*+
The Grosvenor House Hotel, London
www.bifmawards.org

NOVEMBER 2015
03-04
CIBSE Building Performance
Conference and Exhibition
QEII Centre, Westminster, London
www.cibse.org/cibse-conference-2015

NOVEMBER 2015
09-13
Workplace Week
Tours involving some of the UK’s most
innovative workplaces, London
www.workplaceweek.com

NOVEMBER 2015
11-12
//34/!!/6 
ExCeL, London
www.emexlondon.com

JANUARY 2016
25-26
  ! 
Radisson Blu Hotel, London Stansted
www.forumevents.co.uk

FEBRUARY 2016
24
CIBSE Building Performance
Awards 2016
The Grosvenor House Hotel, London
www.cibse.org/bpa

APRIL 2016
26-27
Hospital Innovations Exhibition 2016
Olympia, London
www.stepex.com

JUNE 2016
21-23
Facilities Show
ExCeL, London
www.facilitiesshow.com

AUGUST 2015
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GLOBAL FM

CARILLION ALAWI
DRILLS UP £80M BP
DEAL IN OMAN
;  X   8";  
%  "    
 6 D\)  'O  
operational base and accommodation complex
  |{{!  Q
The terms of the deal involve the construction
of accommodation facilities, including an
operational base, a residential complex for 250 personnel and other infrastructure
     > ""   $  '  }  
Commenting on the contract win, Carillion chief executive, Richard Howson,
said: “We are delighted to have been selected by BP for this important contract,
  ]  % _       %
;   
solutions and we look forward to working with BP in Oman.”
Work on
the contract
is expected
to begin in
September 2015,
with completion
scheduled for
mid 2017.

INDIAN FM MARKET
TO TOP £12B
The value of the Indian facilities management market is
 !    6 "
!D*(  ()()
N " <     
O Q! %  R<O%V  
   X <9O        
   YYY*Z+) [>\ 
]        !
 "   ?Z 
 ^_%;     Z) 
  
 [)      
     !!@ 
#    " \) 
    `    " 6
     ! !
  !   ! X   
sector is the fastest growing sector of the national economy and
the prediction that it will be the most populous country in the
 ()(( ! Q  !    
N  @{{ Y))  6  
  \?   
    /!  "   
  @    `@ 

ISS CHINA TAKES CARE OF LARGE IFS HOSPITAL DEAL
ISS China has been awarded a new contract to provide integrated facility services at one of the top hospitals in
China, the Huashan Hospital of Fudan University in Shanghai.
  XZ      X&&   &Z      *   ; 
year. It also serves as the general hospital of the Chinese Red Cross Association, which provides tertiary medical
care as well as medical training.
Commenting on the contract award, Jack Zhou, country manager of ISS China, said: “When a prestigious
healthcare provider as Huashan chooses to sign a contract with ISS, we believe it is because of our growing
reputation for delivering the highest quality of facility services. It is an important milestone for ISS China to win
this contract with a major player in the healthcare sector.”
Once the contract is fully operational approximately 350 ISS employees will be working at the Huashan Hospital.

JLL appoints head of IFM to support MENA region
#~~    !  `                 ]+    {   2
5  {25+            
Based in Dubai, Batty will be responsible for strategy, operations and new business development for the regional
IFM business.
He brings with him nearly 40 years’ experience having held senior operational positions at Emaar Properties,
Knightsbridge Chemicals, Abu Dhabi General Services, Dawn Foods, Johnson Controls and Nestlé. He has also
managed major assets including Burj Khalifa, the tallest building in the world, Dubai Mall, the largest mall in the
world, and Dubai Fountain.
Commenting on the appointment, Alan Robertson, CEO of JLL MENA, said: “We are delighted that Phil is joining our
team to head IFM for the MENA region. Phil has many years of valuable experience and a wealth of market knowledge
% 
%%  
   
   $ 7         9   
a substantial role in the development and expansion of our operations in alignment with the company’s strategic
   ]                              
knowledge he brings.
“There is similarity between the services required by our Property Management investor clients and those provided to our corporate Facilities Management
          
          %  1 7    !         
 
strengthened by Phil’s involvement.”
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If you have a HVAC problem...
Weatherite will have
the solution!!!
With over 43 year’s expertise, Weatherite Air
Conditioning Ltd can deliver ‘exactly’ the right
solution for your ‘specific’ HVAC needs.
We specialise in the design and manufacture
of bespoke new and replacement equipment,
built within our state-of-the-art production facility.
We will also, if requested, install and commission
the equipment to suit the client’s particular needs.
Typical applications include:●

Direct replacement solutions

●

Refurbishment/upgrade of existing equipment

●

Flat pack-restricted access solutions

●

Expansion programmes

●

New build solutions-all market sectors

HVAC Solutions...
from the Experts

BRITISH MANUFACTURER

To find out more about how we can help
with your HVAC needs:Call the Weatherite Team

0121 665 2266
email: sales@weatheritegroup.com
or visit the website: www.weatheritegroup.com
on

Part of the Weatherite Group of Companies

AIR CONDITIONING LIMITED

ADVICE & OPINION
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MEDIA CITY
How do organisations across the legal, media and private banking sectors
         
               ! 
  "       #  

C

elebrities are 10-a-penny in
media company environments.
Turn a corner and you might bump
 ; "   
} } @! 
  ||  
us mere mortals, they too need the
help of the extended facilities team
    N
!   
 ! !  
!    
They might even use the loo, perish
 !   
for the team to get over being star
 
Then there are the prima donna
     % %  
requirements from an exact brand of
        ;;
source foods. Members of the wider
        %
running around trying to cater for their
every quirky whim.
The approach to FM in any
organisation tends to be moulded by
the building users and their needs
and expectations. These building
        $ 
visitors, are all guests. Legal, banking
and media organisations have quite
          
    $  
Media environments tend to be very
relaxed and informal, but at the same
time professional. Hipster casual is
the standard garb – which can have
its downsides for the FM team. When
%   7     <;  
can be hard to spot the VIPs. Recently,
  
7     <; 
showed up at a client site. He turned
out to be a director of the parent group

10
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and no one had told reception that
he was visiting. The lead receptionist
discovered who he was by chance and
had to seamlessly appear she had been
expecting him. Excellent customer
service across the board then becomes
vital in this kind of environment. It is
a bit like a mystery shopper, but with
much higher stakes.
FM organisations employ people
  _      %   
<            
creative. Baristas with beards and
      };
dinner ladies are out. Our colleagues
      %   
wear jeans, a casual, grey shirt and a
funky denim apron.
Many media organisations tend
to have a Soho House, industrial
warehouse, shabby chic look and feel,
which serves to attract and retain
young creative types. The look and
feel emphasises a brand and culture
that creatives want to be a part of. And
    _     
feel, as far as possible. In the cafe, for
example, we use chalkboards and have
talented artists on the team who do the
chalkboard artwork, which works well
for promotions and signing.
Some media companies can have a
corporate look and feel, driven by their
particular activities. But common to
them all are the many collaborative
     ; " 
      
throughout the day. Media companies
 ""       
have an executive suite for entertaining
VIPs, as well as a general bar where all
the media organisations responsible
for one show can get together. The

wider FM team is sometimes asked to
bartend.
 %     % 
socialising into the wee hours, media
organisations tend to want services
    ;
 ';*       % 
the evening and on Saturdays. This is
better for the cleaners who get to start
a bit earlier rather than work in the
middle of the night. During the day,
there might be a housekeeping service
that receives deliveries, responds to
 
     $ 
        
      _
       
    9/      
at board level and then by an IT
director at management level. The
FM teams tend to be outsourced.
Many media companies also inhabit
 ;      
the landlord is responsible for hiring
contractors that provide M&E and
related services.
Security is important across the legal
and banking sectors, but it is arguably
even more important in a media
environment. Discreet cameras are
everywhere, which serves to protect
the celebrities and VIPs and any
$  %        ]
is also not unheard of for a disgruntled,
unsuccessful contestant from some
reality TV show to turn up and try to
make their way into the building to try
to vent their frustrations at executives.
<          
defence to prevent this happening.
8      %    
organisations so no naming names.
Media companies get their FM service

%        
agreements right from the word go.
These companies might be involved
         
weeks or months in advance. The last
thing they want is for an FM to drop
a massive spoiler, which the tabloids
get wind of and plaster all over their
front pages. We really drive home the
importance of not mentioning anything
on social media or even just innocently
to a friend.
The wider FM team can really be
tasked with anything in a media
environment from providing runners,
organising equipment, resetting a
room through to providing last minute,
;;    <   
    %   ;
    ; %    
was taking place. We commandeered
a corridor and set up an artisan cafe
in it, proving that we will lend a hand
 %   5      
the media company to ask us to be
extras. It could happen. That would be
show business.

‘Healthcare Efﬁciency
Through Innovation’
Register Now
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Innovate and
create efﬁcient
patient-centred
environments with the
right information, ideas,
answers and attitudes.

For the Conference at the
discounted Early Booking Rate
All NHS staff and partners qualify for
VIP discounts and on-site beneﬁts.

The Healthcare Estates
Conference & Exhibition is
two days of authoritative content,
covering Energy & Efﬁciency, Estates
& Facilities Management, Planning Design
& Construction, and Engineering.

Scan to link to
the website

You want to know you’re doing things right.
Healthcare Estates gives you the complete technical,
practical, professional and political framework in which
to make the best decisions.
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Facilities, Sussex Community NHS Trust
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Royal Hospitals Cornwall NHS Trust
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Royal United Hospital Bath
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

Helistrat, has renewed its recycling agreement
with Interxion. The renewed contract will see the
environmental consultancy and contract management
partner extend and develop its recycling and resource
management services for Interxion’s City of London
data centre campus.
SPIE, has acquired Leven Energy Services in a move
which expands its share of the UK Distribution and
Transmission market and signifies its entry into the Gas,
Water and Substation sector. The acquisition sees SPIE
become one of the largest woodpole distribution service
providers in the UK by both volume and resource.
With sales of £36.6 million in 2014, Leven’s 139
employees are distributed among its head office in
Manchester and five satellite depots across the UK.

CLOUDFM WINS £60M KFC DEAL
;   `  D[)   !  
  (Y+ |;X    R6 !  V
|;      !      
{ 6 N  !@    
 !@ "         !!  
;         !`  
  |;   6   
@ %     ; X   !!
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;/8 ; "}9 !" |;  6 
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     8  
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6 "      
 

CARILLION JV
WINS SMART
MOTORWAY
CONTRACTS
Highways England has awarded a
package of smart motorway works
worth approximately £475 million to
Carillion in a joint venture with Kier.
The deal involves the
transformation of four sections
of motorway in England, the M6
between Junctions 16 and 19 and
the M6 between Junctions 13 and 15,
on the M20 between Junctions 3 and
5 and on the M23 between Junctions
8 and 10.
Smart motorways use a range
of innovative technologies and
operating procedures, to monitor
      _  %
This includes variable mandatory
speed limits and converting the
     $    
to reduce congestion and improve
journey times and safety.
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BELLROCK TO WORK WITH EAT.
Facilities and property management
provider Bellrock has been awarded a
contract for the management of planned
and reactive maintenance for EAT., a
leading business in the £3 billion specialist
    ^ 
  X*      
Villiers Street in London, EAT. now has
114 stores throughout the UK selling a
wide range of soups, salads, hot pots,
         
freshly prepared by EAT. each day.
The new contract will see Bellrock
manage the company’s supply chain;
improving visibility to relevant
management information for both shop
managers and the EAT. property team.
Bellrock will also be deploying the
FixMy platform, the in-house developed
maintenance management portal for every
shop, as well as planning for the smarter
use of warranties, managing contractor
     %       
procurement of services.

Support services provider, Emprise Services plc, has
been awarded a three-year contract extension with the
National Theatre, situated on London’s South Bank.
The extension, which commenced this month, will see
Emprise’s cleaning division continue to provide a range
of daily cleaning services, along with deep cleaning to
a number of areas from kitchens to auditoriums and a
significant amount of window cleaning.
Wincanton Records Management has secured its place
on a new Health Trust Europe Framework to provide
records management, scanning and related services to
Healthcare and Public Sector bodies, including Central
Government Departments and the Ministry of Defence
across the whole of the UK. The HTE framework is a
safeguard that allows Public Sector organisations to
access services in the knowledge that providers have
undergone a rigorous compliance and evaluation process
which measures their quality and value.
Reception management and guest services provider,
Portico, has won a contract to provide 24 hour concierge
and residential lifestyle services at South Bank Tower
in London.
The contract which has the potential to run for five
years, and valued at over £4 million in total turnover,
will commence in September 2015, ahead of the first
residents arrival in October.
Portico will employ 26 staff to deliver a wide range of
resident’s services to the private residents at the 191
luxury apartments, providing day-to-day facilities and
lifestyle management.
Compass Group UK & Ireland has secured a new 10-year
contract to deliver retail, food and beverage offers at
Kettering General Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, worth
an estimated £1.3 million in annual revenues.
As part of the new contract improvements have been
made to the current retail outlets by updating offers with
a Costa, whilst also managing and updating existing NHS
and WRVS facilities including the amigo shop and a Deli
Marché. Such developments will improve the patient,
visitor and staff experience, offering a great choice of
food and drink options, which will be delivered by 30
Compass Group UK & Ireland colleagues.

K
BOO AY
TOD

12 OCTOBER, LONDON

Join us to celebrate the best in FM
Tickets and tables are available for the BIFM Awards ceremony
taking place on 12 October at The Grosvenor House Hotel, London

SPONSORS

The BIFM Awards is a must-attend event for anyone in, or
interested in, facilities management. Attracting over 1,350
professionals, the black tie event is a highlight of the FM calendar.
Alongside acknowledging the best in the FM industry, the event
also encompasses networking, celebration and fun.

THE 2014 CEREMONY SOLD OUT,
SO EARLY BOOKING IS A MUST.
www.bifmawards.org/the-ceremony

awards@bifm.org.uk

Your Career, Our Courses
Leading FM Training Provider for over 20 years

+44 (0)20 7404 4440
info@bifm-training.co.uk | www.bifm-training.com
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CASHLESS IS PRICELESS
It used to be that not carrying cash was the preserve of royalty and the perpetually
hard up. Now it’s the norm for over 50 per cent of us, according to recent research.
Sales director for Crane Merchandising Systems, Mike Kane argues that having
cashless payment systems in place in your buildings has never been so relevant,
particularly when it comes to vending...

D

emographic surveys show that
we’ve reached an age where
younger people, in particular, are
becoming less reliant on hard cash
and are now embracing payment
through new technologies. In fact,
a growing number of us, regardless
of age, don’t carry any cash at all,
never mind the pocketful of change
traditionally required for vending
machines and parking meters.
We actually prefer to use one of
a selection of cards for even the
smallest of purchases.
The rise in the popularity of smart
phones has ensured that a wider crosssection of individuals can now access
technology and are more open to the
prospect of mobile payment platforms.
Apple Pay, the new contact payment
technology has recently launched in
the UK, enabling those who have an
iPhone 6 or Apple Watch to use these
devices at till points, accessing credit or
debit card data via an app.
1 %        
has, of course, been evident for some
time and shows no sign of abating at
this point in time, along with the level
 _$       
and credit.
And so cashless payment takes
the vending industry to a whole new
level. From once providing a product
that presented the end user with
cash restrictions in the form of a
requirement to have the right money,
vending machines can now take
their rightful place at the forefront of
convenience. Think for a second: What
      $    
an instantly accessible, wide selection
of goods, at any time of the day, with a
variety of means to purchase?
<        
blindingly obvious for the end user,
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particularly when the purchase of an
item relies on having the right change.
}   V $      
  %       
parking meter?). What’s less obvious,
but should be a real concern (and
motivator) for the facilities manager, is
the money making potential that the
cashless system presents…
A vending machine equipped with a
cashless solution allows consumers to
make a purchase even when they don’t
have any coins or banknotes in their

capacity to almost double turnover for
the vending machine operator, not to
mention saving the end users a lot of
frustration and providing them with a
better service. Cashless improves the
%   $    
transactions are fast and secure. It’s the
way forward for vending and should
%   _       
who are looking for ways to improve
           
visitors alike.
From a service point of view, its

wallets. Add to that, consumers buying
by card are three times more likely to
increase their purchase and impulse
buy, as having enough money or the
right change ceases to become an
issue, and you get a fuller sense of the
potential here...
In larger buildings which welcome
         
machines with these systems have the

status is clear as the future of vending
but from a retail point of view it
carries a lot of weight too. A standard
vending machine model presents the
potential to make money from the
space around you; cashless payment
systems take this one step on, allowing
  $         
opportunity to increase sales. You can
further impact on the likelihood of

achieveing more sales by customising
the notices on the machine accordingly
 _     %   
entice the user to spend more. Vending
machines equipped with video panels
are becoming more common, providing
    $    
nutritional information etc.
With the more sophisticated models,
it is also possible to obtain a full audit
of a machine’s performance which
in turn gives you an insight into the
consumer’s behaviour. By knowing
which items were purchased, when
and how, it’s possible to understand
the dietary choices and preferences
of your consumers and to tailor your
   <      
%       % % 
      $  
8        
relevant way to take vending forward
while engaging a target market that
are used to touch screen technology
and shopping in this manner. Thanks
to the proliferate use of phones and
other tablet devices, the visitors and
users of your building can be classed
  
    $ 
high level of service and convenience.
The world of payment has evolved at
an incredible speed. Including cashless
vending on the premises allows you
to embrace these changes and accept
all the forms of payment that your
customers have in their wallets.
Vending has had to step up to meet
  $         ;
users and it is now the sophisticated,
branded machine, made to the highest
      % $ 
quality and reliability, that gets the best
all round results. Investing in cashless
is investing in the future and comes
with an element of certainty – it will
    

FLOORING
SHOW
DESIGN RETAIL CONTRACT

20-22 September
2015
HARROGATE

Be there!
Join us for the biggest edition of the UK’s national flooring
show for several years. The whole industry will come together
for three intensive days of business activity and networking don’t miss it!

앫 More than 165 exhibitors, many key to the
contract flooring business
앫 High quality free-to-attend seminar programme
앫 Great show features – the Trends Hub, Demo
Zones, and multiple networking opportunities
앫 Perfect for contractors, architects, specifiers and
facilities managers

Plan
your visit
NOW!

REGISTER ONLINE FREE OF CHARGE AT

www.theflooringshow.com
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FAST FACTS

RISING TIDE
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET

FM professionals are looking to technology to address a rising tide of
water costs – as well as performance, sustainability and hygiene concerns.
Propelair CEO Garry Moore reports
Toilet flushing is a huge drain –
literally – on water resources,
accounting for up to 90 per cent
of water consumption in some
commercial buildings.
Waking up to the scale of the problem
has taken years, partly due to a lack of
breakthrough bathroom technologies.
But economic reality can’t be ignored
forever, and water rates have been rising
        
Now business owners and public       
strategies to stop pouring money down
the plughole – and are looking for
savings as the water industry prepares
for its biggest shake-up for years.
From April 2017, all businesses, publicsector organisations, charitable and
         
water and sewerage supplier – whatever
the size of the enterprise. A revised
water supply licensing regime will boost
competition and lower barriers to entry
by allowing all non-domestic customers
in England to choose their supplier.
A major weapon in facilities managers’
armoury is our UK-designed and
manufactured, high-performance toilet,
    
the traditional nine litres.
    ! " #
$  % &'(  
and public bodies to negotiate terms to
suit their needs – on customer service,
   )#* )  
Currently, only customers consuming
     )  
England can switch supplier. Wales will
retain its 5 million litre threshold but
Scotland has had full retail competition
for non-household customers since 2008.
Past examples of utility liberalisation
suggest we’ll see downward price
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pressure along with new entrants and
likely eventual consolidation.
The government is also targeting
environmental behaviours. “It is
hoped that opening up the market to
competition will lead to innovation from
new appointees, e.g. increased grey
water recycling and greater engagement
    *   
consumption,” said a note by the law
 +  / 
But while the prospect of increased
competition is welcome, there’s little
argument about the likely long-term
price trend. A 2013 study by Unison and
the New Policy Institute found water bills
had risen by 64 per cent in the previous
10 years compared with a 28 per cent
increase in average earnings.
Upward price pressure will continue,
says Green Alliance. The environmental
think tank argues that to satisfy rising
demand, new investment will be
required, particularly in southeast
England.
From 2015 to 2020, water companies in
England and Wales will invest £44 billion
in customer services, according to the
industry regulator Ofwat, including £3.5
billion on protecting the environment.
Scarcity is already a problem, with
all but one company region in England
and Wales currently classed by the
Environment Agency as water-stressed,
says Green Alliance in its paper, Cutting
the cost of water: The case for improving
  * )  ;<
=          
will make things worse – population
increase, climate change leading to
reduced availability, and regulatory
restrictions on taking water from
stretched sources.
>$  * )   

down costs and bills,” says the research.
>=   )#  ? 
years will see greater ambition than ever
before on reducing water use.”
%    ) ) 
    ?* ) 
reducing non-essential consumption by
large users, and integrating water and
  )* )  
Despite the changes, water will remain
a highly regulated sector, and even big
customers will be limited in their ability
to negotiate discounts. So technology
will play a much more important role in
  * )
So prepare for increased interest
    #   #   
processing and our own innovative, highperformance toilet.
/  ))   
   )#@/   
should be clear about the scale of the
      ? 
Results will vary according to water
prices and usage levels so to ensure
accurate savings estimates, we use
a ‘savings calculator’ and trial our
installations rigorously on site before
 *
The Royal Bank of Scotland has
cut water use in one busy building
by installing Propelair, which was
selected by the bank to participate in its
pioneering Innovation Gateway scheme,
aimed at driving carbon reduction.
H)      
8.11 litres to 1.47 litres at its Premier
+* J  #   
that water bills will be halved. Rolled out
across the RBS estate, our innovation
could save RBS £1 million a year.
Toilets installed by Redbridge, Brighton
& Hove and Winchester councils will
have paid for themselves in at most

three years.
With Propelair, you pay for what you
 #    
and leakages found with traditional
gravity-fed systems.
Not only does Propelair achieve
measurable savings, helping property
managers anticipate costs and plan their
budgets, it also provides a showcase for
organisations’ commitment to carbon
    V ) *
and guests.
This is important because
environmental concerns are rising
up the property agenda. Requiring a
fraction of the energy usually needed for
water and waste processing, Propelair
reduces carbon footprint by an average
80 per cent.
“Implementation of sustainability
   @/   ) 
now seen as a prerequisite to complying
with the increasing array of regulations
and voluntary reports required by
shareholders and investors,” says
the latest British Institute of Facilities
/  X   )X )#
study tracking trends in the industry for
the past decade.
Water management is a key area for
reporting, along with energy, carbon
footprint, waste and health and
  )>@/ Y
evidence base that is robust in terms of
granularity and accuracy. Without this,
it will be hard to make a case that the
returns from spending on sustainability
are compelling.”
With its closable lid and better
hinges, our toilet makes for a healthier
workplace by limiting the risk of
 ###     
infections.

ukguttermaintenanceltd

ukguttermaintenanceltd

Why should businesses or organisations carry
out an annual gutter clean?

What typically would a planned gutter
maintenance programme include?

When companies review their external building fabric,
gutters are often forgotten about as they cannot be seen.
As a consequence there is no planned maintenance regime

      
  
businesses or organisations who actually have a problem
that needs resolving.

A gutter maintenance programme would typically include
a full gutter clean every 12 months ideally by hand,
           
unblock any blocked outlets as a matter of course during
the clean.

Following the clean we would then assess the condition of
Companies should really be pro-active and the majority of
the gutters and roof and if necessary undertake any minor
businesses should incorporate a gutter clean to remove
remedials whilst on site.
all fallen leaves, debris and foreign objects as part of their
Following the clean a brief report, advising of the
anunual risk management/maintenance programme. The
condition of the gutters, together with any major
           
              
immense and can cause major disruption to their business
by before and after photographs of the works undertaken.
              
The company has an ever growing and loyal client list
       
 
 
which includes such household names as Carpetright;
As a result many insurance companies are now specifying
Topps Tiles; Mothercare; Roadchef and The Open
that companies have a regular planned maintenance
University.
programme in place and indeed may even lower premiums.

SERVICES OVERVIEW
• Major planned preventative maintenance
(PPM) gutter cleaning contracts.
• Fast reliable call-outs for national help desks.
• Gutter maintenance and repair works.
   
 
• Roof and sky light repairs/replacements.
• Re-testing of safety wire systems.
• Expert, friendly advice and free site surveys

For further information please contact us on
Tel: 01748 835454 or visit our Web: www.ukgutters.co.uk
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We constantly hear about
people “faking it, until
they make it”. Did this
cliché apply to you when
    !
your current position, or
indeed at any point in your
career? What advice would you
give to people who (for whatever
reason) feel they aren’t up to the job?

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE END-USER’S VIEW
GUY STALLARD,
CHAIRMAN, FMA USER GROUP
AND THE UK HEAD OF FACILITIES
AT KPMG
What I think people are really
talking about when they say
“fake it, until they make it” is
   <     
Guy Stallard
     ;
       $  
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new job – such as, presenting to
      
   
lines or people management
    
 
       
It is important to maintain
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something new, with the option to return to original roles
              

   

Of course, at root
what every citizen and
industry needs is a vibrant
growing economy”
– Dave Wilson
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THE CONSULTANT’S VIEW
65{ }]~12 8,
EFFECTIVE FACILITIES

Don’t fake
 <  
puts your
customers,
your employer,
your colleagues
    
   5  V 
   ;    
   
But that’s not to
counsel never taking on
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2               
try new aspects of work without putting so much at risk, so
V       <      
               
  
           
$     
       
there’s nothing wrong with that in circumstances where the
      |    V    

 _  # #  $    
watching others: but again that won’t work for most manual
    %  ]V%          ]   
      $          
  
    %    +
            
work out what’s right?
]V      ;     
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THE COACH'S VIEW
65]6 >{2<]9
DIRECTOR & CO FOUNDER KENTISH AND CO
9      
following?
Your boss comes up to
      %
$      
 7 ]  
really interesting, but you
say “  ]V% %  
that particular part of the
operation” 5    
you know it someone else in
David Kentish
    
      7
     }  
   $   “] %   V    
like that” 5       “] 7   ]  
$     ] % V   ]      
it up as I went along”
}             
   
        
question says a lot about how you view your capabilities
 
  
<    $  “act as if” 5     
  7              

%    V <      “act as if”,
the more you create the opportunities that will come into
  
There are other phrases you may recognise, such as
“    ” – the way an actor in a play takes on
the character they are portraying, mentally preparing
 %        %      
<            
 
        
     
enable you to take on new responsibilities that allow your
  _        % 
               “   
you make it”
<     
       V 
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It’s all about taking on those new responsibilities, learning
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you are up to the task?”
~
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must have been a bit of “act as if” about me then, even if I was
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within the workplace, so it can be that it’s mainly up to you to
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THE HR VIEW
8;# /{{2
GROUP HR DIRECTOR, SERVEST GROUP
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enough or you may be less
       
just remember that you were
%   7    
Your bosses saw something
      % 
C-J Green
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But, in truth, if you want something enough, you are
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Email: charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk

Higher Apprenticeships in

Facilities Management
Part-time, work-related learning for today’s facilities
management professional.
Starting November 2015.
For more information call Paul Wyton on
0114 225 4565 or email p.g.wyton@shu.ac.uk

shu.ac.uk/apprenticeships

6th October 2015 • Hilton London Wembley

This exclusive one day event is set within a highly
focused environment for thought provoking
discussions on reducing energy costs, meeting
government legislations and increasing the
efficiency of energy use throughout organisations.
The Summit will allow you to:
•
•
•
•

Build new business relationships
Grow and develop your business
Attend industry leading seminars with our expert speakers
Network with other industry professionals

For more information contact Lisa Rose
or Gillian Small on 01992 374100
or ems@forumevents.co.uk
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Scandinavians prefer to keep their home
and work lives separate so would not want
      

EUROPEAN UNITY
   {   %
and you’ll see largely the same design
           =>  
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       ;  
       
  %       
`        
open-plan around the outside of which
    %  
{     => %
are more aware than ever of the need
to provide three distinct areas within
   <     
       %
space and areas which support individual
    
6
         
         
          $
 <        
collaborate with colleagues or meet with
      ~ ]     
    9   
allocated to each section will of course be
down to the wider business needs of the
    

EAT, WORK AND PRAY
}        %

       
=>   
   5  
`  %      
   => V   
   5       
provision of facilities that cater to two
  
]            
canteen or dining area that stocks the usual
         
        
  %  5        
_            
     $ #  
8  ]        V
tastes in terms of their food and dietary
        
        
         V $
the company to lay on food at times which
wouldn’t necessarily match with Western
 
5     
   
          
design perspective a much bigger canteen
          
cooking and serving facilities must be
constructed so as not to cross contaminate

<        
of workplace management that may
   _     
#    8   
 $       
       $

%            
 %     ] 

whereas Europeans are more receptive to
putting managers and senior members of
AUGUST 2015
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   ;  %     
      5 
company may request the creation of more
cellular rather than completely open-plan
            
     
<        
          }  
compared to that which you might see in
    {   
_    

     =>
]     {   %   
_           
        $   
certain level of product in the design – for
         % 
`   {   
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   $  
as a demonstration of quality and class to
  
5         
when accommodating people from Far
{ 5        
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Middle Eastern and Muslim cultures is the
provision of a private space to pray during
  
   $   %   
       
to the movement of the sun and take place
           


Providing them or indeed anyone who
requires it with a quiet room is increasingly
part of the Corporate Social Responsibility
8/+      =>      
         
  


US FIRMS
5        = %  
           
5          
=> <       
            V
<  
%      
more space than we’ve got room for in the
=>      %   

+  % 
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+     
    
luxurious look.”
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While a CoreNet survey of real estate
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they have learnt through trial and error
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for reasons both of space/cost and local
 

DESIGNING FOR INCLUSIVITY
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genders at work are the washroom and
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a building if you haven’t adhered to the
       {  5
&X      665 6   
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who might have physical issues that
            
 
          

    
While some workers might be registered
as disabled (for instance registered blind)
it is important that people with less
        <  
why a lot of clients will ask by default for a
workplace assessment – so that each user
     
     

    7 
or vision problems – they are provided
     <  
cover the type of chair they need for their
          
                
they have a screen that can be put into a
monitor arm so they can pull it closer or
    
<       
people within a workforce who have
particular needs and it’s important
you identify them and ensure that
      ]V   
      
  
    V  
   
&        V  
satisfy so you need to be sure the space is
designed with their needs in mind so that
their employer
can facilitate against any problems that
  

CASE STUDY

THE SCIENCE OF

SITTING

 Anthropometrics which describes the
comparative study of human body
measurements and properties plays some
part in dictating the type of office furniture
provided to different groups. For instance
people from Nordic countries tend to be
quite a bit taller, which is one of the driving
factors behind the Dutch and Scandinavians
embracing sit stand workstations.
 Traditionally desks in the UK were set at
720mm high which fits around the 95 per cent
range of people in the workplace, if they’re
below that level you might need to provide
a footrest etc they can use, and above that
you either need to provide desks that are set
higher or go for sit/stand desks as would be
the norm in a Scandinavian office.
 At the other end of the scale there is also
a challenge of catering for a smaller stature
as Europeans tend to be much larger than
the typical Far East Asian frame. Westerners
in fact are getting heavier, which is why
furniture suppliers are starting to offer
adjustments to fit this ever broader spectrum.
There has been a rise in specialist seating and
furniture for the very heavy person; so while
typical task setting can generally cope up to
19 stone, new specialist chairs are being built
for 25 stone plus.

AUGUST 2015
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT

THE ENERGY

PERFORMANCE GAP

There is a growing body of evidence that shows many buildings are not performing as well as their
  < =   >       * ! + #
Q>*+Z[ ;< \  [;      

C

arbonBuzz is a RIBA/CIBSE benchmarking platform for tracking energy
use in projects from design to operation. Its database of buildings
shows that, on average, buildings consume between 1.5 and 2.5 times
  ! ! N 
design expectations for energy performance and the actual energy
performance recorded by a building’s utility meters is known as the
performance gap.
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DEALING WITH DATA CENTRES
Data centres use huge amounts of electricity, with larger enterprises spending millions of pounds in energy
every year. This reality, set against a background of rising energy costs and growing green legislation suggests
  %      #    ]     ^$ 
    _   !     #      ! ]
  #        `

T

his means that operators do want to save
energy and cut costs, providing they can do
so without compromising availability. These twin
goals apply to every aspect of the data centre,
including the UPS installation. Fortunately
modern modular topology allows UPSs to make
their contribution to these goals. In this article
Alan Luscombe, director at Uninterruptible Power
Supplies Ltd., looks at the technology and the
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WHAT DATA CENTRE OPERATORS
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DRINKING WATER

FOCUS
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A lack of water leads to lack of awareness, problems with concentration and poor short-term
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very single one of us has been told that we should drink X glasses of
water a day. That doing so will make us healthy/more productive/
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refreshment facilities to people in the workplace?
Chris Moriarty, development director at Leesman, explains that: “Tea,
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eating a meal, to help
balance your portion
 
“Employers should target their
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“Caterers
have a huge
part to
play in the
promotion
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This confusion
often causes us to eat,
when in fact, all we
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Who do you think needs help
evacuating your building?

The truth is anyone might need some help in an emergency.
That’s why the Evacusafe range of chairs and mattress are designed
to assist any person with a mobility impairment safely and
securely down the stairs in just such an event.
Contact us today on 01256 332723 or
email info@evacusafe.net to discuss
what’s the best solution for your business.

9 Devonshire Business Park, Knights Park Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire. RG22 4UU.
Tel: 01256 332723 Email: info@evacusafe.net Fax: 01256 332823 Web: www.evacusafe.net

FEATURE

MONITORING

Big Brother is
watching you….
It is often said that Britons are amongst the most spied
upon people in the world. CCTV cameras loom on every
high street. But monitoring and surveillance isn’t limited
to cameras, monitoring of e-mails and internet use is rife
and most company phones contain apps that will tell
  \      !^
" !    _   !!   !
      _ 
freedoms in exchange for safety and security. In this
article, Ed Macfarlane, MD of Cordant’s security division
explains the ins and outs of surveillance in 2015
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t is estimated that there are almost
two million CCTV cameras operating
across the UK, roughly one for every 30
people. Other estimates have placed
the total number at almost four million,
which would be one for every 15 people.
The overwhelming majority of these
are owned and operated by private
companies.
The prevalence of cameras is generally
supported by the public however.
]       %
conducted a survey in which 93 per cent of
respondents said they approved of cameras
being placed in banks, 89 per cent favoured
their use on tube trains, 86 per cent wanted
them outside pubs and 84 per cent liked
having them on high streets.
Approval ratings however plummet when
it comes to other styles of monitoring. A
whopping 82 per cent actively disapprove
of microphones listening to people in the
same locations and people are pretty much
equally split when it comes to regular, wide
     {%     
cameras, which we have all become used to,
the more private the environment the less
people feel comfortable with being watched.
But despite permeating just about every
aspect of our lives the security industry
      %   
 &  ^6       
systems industry has faced turbulent times,”
  $  ^      
   & %    
%     ~  &X&
1  !      
recession due to a fall in public and private
construction activity and a decline in
consumer and commercial spending.”

THE INDUSTRY
Though obviously a bad thing, terrorism
and public fear of violence has actually been
  
    5  
      XX   ZZ  
panic and saw an increase in monitoring and
          5  
  $ | ^  
driven by the improvement of the economy
and the rise of public concern regarding
crime and terrorism, even though crime
has been reported to have reduced over the
 %  5     
the industry is the increased amount of
outsourcing from government authorities
to security service providers, such as the
London Olympics.
^5           ]]
public fear of crime and terrorism is likely
to rise. UK households are expected to
continue to keep taking measures to secure
their homes, protecting them from crime.
This also includes public spending on
protecting the public by increased spending

FEATURE

on surveillance systems in parks, public
transport and other public spaces.”
^<        
industry looks bright. The economic
recovery should bring with it more
construction plans throughout the country
and large investments in infrastructure
    %  %  
plans to invest £466 billion over the next
decade in the electricity, communications,
oil and gas and railway infrastructure all
bring in their own security systems demands
for the industry to thrive.
^/%            
 ¢   &&  ¢ X*X &X'

PEOPLE
But with all the growth in the security
sector and the rapid advances in security
technology will people still have the same
role to play as they have historically? This
         {% 
has surely heard the joke about in the future
         
     <     _    
the pilot is there to feed the dog, and the
dog is there to bite the human if he tried to
  
 6 %    
the way and robots performing operations
is barely even newsworthy anymore. The
average man or woman on the street might
feel more comfortable with a human driver,
pilot or surgeon, but the statistics show that
humans are in fact far more error prone than
machines in almost all areas.
6         
the human role in the security industry will
%   ^8   !  
Obama, he might be protected by retinal
         
doors and a litany of other technology, but
can you imagine ever seeing him without his
 %   !     
security providers utilising the best of both
technology and people.”
He also points out that people will always
be required to manage and oversee the
     ^  %  
and banks of cameras, but someone has to
watch the banks and banks of cameras.”

THE INTERNET
<  %        
and you will see that pretty much every
article based around security threats and
crime trends suggests that the next few
years will see an explosion in cybercrime.
{%      %  
about internet hackers and fraudsters. From
the Hollywood-esque sophistication of the
people who have hacked governments and
security agencies, to the rather more blunt
    %  ^2    
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technology.

THE FUTURE

'   #   & 
   #  #^~
and most companies already have strategies
in place to protect their IT systems
from attack.
This isn’t the place to go into detail about
  ;%    
; 
attachments, but there is plenty of relevant
      
Just because you can’t see cameras
zooming in on you doesn’t mean you aren’t
being watched.
5 %   &Z   
American Management Association in
conjunction with the ePolicy Institute
%   '      
time spent at a keyboard (by monitoring
how many keystrokes are made), 43 per cent
   %       
  ;    X     
     
On top of this over a quarter of employers
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have actually sacked someone for misusing
;  <       %
language, excessive personal use or breach
         5  
have let someone go for internet misuse,
         

  %    
violated the company policy or been found
to be using the internet for personal use.
Over two thirds of companies monitor
    %    *'    
connections to inappropriate websites.
These could range from the obvious
adult content sites to gaming sites via
social media.
A much smaller proportion of employers,
   $    %   
      <  '   
monitor time spent on the phone and which
 %   1  X  

We discussed earlier the increasing impact
of technology on the security industry, and
Macfarlane’s certainty that it will never
   ^      `
what technological breakthroughs should
we be keeping an eye out for? FMJ looked
into some of the most incredible.
Biometrics are starting to be introduced
into airports even now, they play a part in
      $ <  
 %  %        
and eye scanners that we are all familiar
with. The systems in place at airports will
monitor you and automatically approve or
forbid someone’s progress through customs.
8   %    
automatically monitor people’s behavior,
even when part of a large crowd, any
suspicious behavior is immediately
_  
Facial scanning is already a staple of
         

way into everyday life. These systems link
surveillance equipment to databases of
suspect individuals, anyone who is found
anywhere where they are not welcome will
     _  
/       
       < 9  
devices they can be pointed at a suspect and
immediately show if that person is carrying
anything dangerous or illegal such as drugs,
weapons or explosives.
Then there is a concept that is one of
the next big things in journalism as well as
security and several other industries. Big
6           
looking for patterns, developing algorithms
and seeing what can be learned. Police are
known to use similar methods to identity
common trends amongst people who
          
        
The future may look much more like
   /      %
thought.

• Install twice as fast as
welding, brazing or soldering
• Reduce rework on site
• Eliminate costly ﬁrewatch,
hazardous fumes and ﬂames,
and tanks and torches on site

VICTAULIC EXPERIENCE CENTRE
Units B1 & B2, SG1 Industrial Park,
Cockerell Close, Gunnels Wood Road
Stevenage, Hertfordshire, SG1 2NB
+44 (0) 1438 310 690
Email: viceuro@victaulic.com

VICTAULIC IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF VICTAULIC COMPANY.
© 2015 VICTAULIC COMPANY. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Whether you work as an Energy Manager, Facilities Manager
or are in Procurement, EMEX is bringing together 100+
top suppliers and 70+ free targeted seminars to help you
control energy consumptions.
On behalf of my fellow board members of the Energy
Managers Association, I’d like to invite you to be part of
EMEX by registering for FREE at www.emexlondon.com

Lord Redesdale
CEO, Energy Managers
Association

EMEX is
THE event for
everyone responsible
for reducing their
organisation’s energy

As well as a great line up of speakers, exhibitors, partners and supporters fellow attendees include:

visit emexlondon.com and register for FREE

FOCUS

WORKPLACE PSYCHOLOGY

Survival of the

HAPPIEST
Workplace wellbeing is about far more than just physical health – psychological and social aspects
play an equally important role. Jan-Hein Hemke, managing director of Facilicom explains how service
providers that want to survive and thrive in an increasingly competitive marketplace need to create a
culture of meritocracy, helping employees to advance through the development of talent and ability.
A supportive and encouraging employer will create a happy, healthy, loyal workforce, which is much
more likely to deliver the high standards that customers demand

W

hat drives you to work, besides the need to pay the bills?
Monetary concerns will always be a strong motivating
 "      !  
‘calling’. We’re on a quest to secure a career that means
something to us, with an employer that mirrors our own ethical
   " !  !  
both personally and as part of a team.
The Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development’s (CIPD)
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WORKPLACE PSYCHOLOGY

FOCUS

Employers who look after their team by recognising their skills and potential, and
helping to develop them, will increase a sense of empowerment and wellbeing.
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 Service – what does this mean to us and
how can we improve it?
 Taking responsibility – what it means to
work as part of a team
 Seeing the whole picture – what
we do, or don’t do, reflects on our
performance, our client’s premises and
the contract as a whole
 Being caring – taking a pride in our work
and demonstrating this to clients and
facility users
 Searching for and sharing knowledge
– if you encounter a problem and need
guidance or assistance, talk to your
manager and colleagues
 Getting dialogue right – really listen
to what others are saying, if you are
unsure of what’s being communicated,
seek clarification
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SAINT-GOBAIN EMPLOYEES GET ON THEIR
BIKES FOR MACMILLAN CANCER SUPPORT
AND THE IRISH CANCER SOCIETY
Saint-Gobain has raised
over £100,000 for charity
partners Macmillan
Cancer Support and the
Irish Cancer Society in an
epic 425-mile bike ride
from London to Blois,
France.
The four-day cycle took
place on 10-13 July and
was led by Peter Hindle
MBE, as 130 colleagues
from across Saint-Gobain businesses joined forces to raise money for its
‘Together’ charity partners and celebrate the company’s 350th anniversary.
The ‘Together’ charity programme was launched in 2002 raising £2.6 million
to date. The programme was established to bring employees, customers and
suppliers together for good causes – previous partners include Barnardo’s,
Help the Hospices and the British Heart Foundation.
Peter Hindle MBE, Senior Vice President, Sustainable Habitat, General
Delegate, of Saint-Gobain UK, Ireland & South Africa, said:
“Our Together partnership, which has been running since 2002, acts
as a great catalyst to bring our 17,000 employees from across all our 34
UK businesses together with our suppliers and customers to support a
good cause.”
 www.saint-gobain.co.uk
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NEW APP SET TO IMPROVE AUTOMATED GATE
SAFETY ACROSS THE UK
5        %             
perform safety risk assessments on automated gates.
The ‘Automated Gate Safety Matrix App’ is the product of Gate-A-Mation,
one of the UK’s leading gate automation companies, and works by asking
over thirty multiple choice questions to assess risk factors. These cover
everything from
location and type of
use, to technical details
such as opening width,
manual override status
and operator force.
The app then
instantly provides an
assessment score that
is broken down into
two sections - risk and
safety – and highlights
areas of concern that
need addressing or
require remedial work.
These results can
then be emailed out
as a PDF.
The app was originally developed for use by Gate-A-Mation’s own
engineers. However, as Alan Smith, the company’s General Manager
explains, its wider potential quickly became clear.
 www.gate-a-mation.com

 john@gate-a-mation.com

 01483 747373

HEALTHCARE EFFICIENCY
THROUGH INNOVATION

CARILLION SUPPORTS STUDENTS TO TRANSFORM
DEPRIVED PRIMARY SCHOOL

Hundreds of ideas, solutions,
products companies and
individuals working with
Hospitals, Trusts, and
key organisations will be
exhibiting and attending
the two days of Healthcare
Estates.
Healthcare Estates
features over 200 leading
companies, showcasing
           %      
improve healthcare environments and the patient experience.
Hospitals will be able to see where they are lagging behind and could
do better, with advice from many of the leading companies in the sector
helping healthcare providers learn from the best hospitals and suppliers,
with a number of the sessions focused on real examples of successes in
the sector.
    9  {              
hottest topics of the moment and you can learn the latest methods to deal
          7
For estates and facilities departments, architects, consulting engineers,
construction companies, suppliers and others directly involved in managing
estates and facilities the exhibition, features and conference is critical to
helping you run your organisation. This year, Healthcare Estates takes place
on 20 – 21 October 2015 at Manchester Central in the heart of Manchester.

Carillion and
its partners in
Wolverhampton’s
Local Education
Partnership ‘Inspire’
have made it possible
for a group of students
to transform a deprived
school in Turkey.
Inspire awarded
£12,322 to Mid-Point
Central, based in
Wolverhampton for a group of construction students to gain work experience
at Oludeniz Primary School in Fethiye. On returning to the UK students met
the Inspire board to tell them about the work they had undertaken.
‘Inspire’ is a Local Education Partnership, responsible for delivering
Wolverhampton’s Building Schools for the Future regeneration programme.
%  ?  # ]#   *    
art room, music room and dining room for the children.
Keith Edwards, partnership director at Carillion said: “It was fantastic to
see the work the students had completed in the school and the joy they had
had bought to the Turkish school children. It was equally as pleasing to hear
the pride and excitement the students had in telling the LEP board their own
personal journeys. The project is a great example of how our Partnerships
can deliver a long lasting and positive legacy in the communities in which
we work.”

 www.healthcare-estates.com

 www.carillionplc.com
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TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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AN OPEN AND SHUT CASE FOR IN
SITU TESTING
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UK is urging
ironmongers,
contractors and
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life door conditions
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 www.carbon8lighting.co.uk

 01256 300031

 jessica.ward@hoppe.com

 sales@carbon8lighting.co.uk

SAVILLE STEPS INTO LEARNING
MANAGEMENT

SETON RECOGNISES EMPLOYEES AS KEY TO
CUSTOMER SERVICE AWARD SUCCESS

AV integrator Saville Audio Visual has taken steps to implement a brand
new Learning Management System (LMS), open to all internal and external
  <   ~ %            ;
can input, review and access information with particular regard to health
and safety, risk assessment and compliance. Designed by global online
workforce data management specialists e3learning, it also provides a
source for online learning courses and helps identify opportunities for
external training.
Saville HSEQ and compliance manager, Shaun Hodgson said: “Our
investment in a Learning Management System will ensure that the Company
           
       
meeting our legal obligations with regard to health and safety. The system
will help us to ensure that all colleagues have received training to complete
their role safely.”
The LMS also incorporates SitePass, a contractor management system
                
and improve site security. SitePass provides information relating to the
 V         ;    
location.
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 www.saville-av.com

 www.seton.co.uk

 head.office@saville-av.com
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 01902 484421

CARBON8 LIGHTING DELIVERS HIGH
EFFICIENCY LED LIGHTING FOR COOPER
TIRE & RUBBER
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 www.e3learning.co.uk
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HYTERA XPT DIGITAL TRUNKING ARRIVES
IN THE UK
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of a channel resource to
  
This means multiple
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P&G PROFESSIONAL, MAKERS OF FLASH ALL
PURPOSE CLEANER, PRESENT FLASH 3IN1,
DEVELOPED TO PROVIDE THE PERFECT FIRST
IMPRESSION
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with just one, making it easier and cheaper to clean
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 www.hytera.co.uk

 www.pgpro.co.uk

ANTENNAPRO– SPECIALISTS IN DUPLEXER,
ANTENNA, COMBINER AND RF FILTERING
EQUIPMENT

CONICA’S PERMEABLE PAVING SHOWS
STUDENTS URBAN DRAINAGE
SOLUTIONS IN ACTION

antennaPRO is
the new name of
Procom UK, the
     
of PROCOM A/S
products in the
UK and Eire. The
company which
has been supplying
the Blue Light,
Commercial,
Government,
Military, Public
Safety, Transport,
Security and Utility Sectors for the past 10 years is PROCOM A/S UK
6       !/181      
professional communications market.
Michael Hudson, sales director of Antenna Pro said, “The name change
   V    }                
your duplexer, antenna and combiner requirements, along with our other
/     
“Together with vast industry experience, we have a vast stock of products
and an expert team on hand to provide you with the best and fastest service
of ready to use, tuned and turnkey equipment.”

CONIPAVE RA, the new permeable paving designed to promote sustainable
urban drainage, is actively teaching students at the Margam Discovery
Centre in Wales about the importance of drainage in towns and cities.
<    ;   %  812]85      
       _
        ; 
/             ;    "
      %        %      
  %
      _  
CONIPAVE RA was recently installed at The Margam Discovery Centre in
Port Talbot, Wales, where head of the Centre, Jane Richmond, explains its
 ;            
“We teach sustainable development and urban geography at both GCSE
and A level, so we wanted something we could talk about and have as an
example of good practice for
our pupils to see.”
The illustrative use of
the surface as showing
sustainable urban drainage
solutions in action is proving
invaluable to Jane and the
team. What’s more, it keeps
   V       ;
free for cyclists, wheelchair
users and pedestrians.

 www.procomuk.co.uk

 www.conica.com

 01636 642 460

 enquiry@conica.com
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POPPIES EUROPE APPROVED TO JOIN CHSA’S
ACCREDITATION SCHEME FOR SOFT TISSUE

JANGRO LAUNCHES ONLINE BUDGETING TOOL TO
HELP ITS CUSTOMERS OPTIMISE SPEND
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the Accreditation Scheme follows its
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Mike Stubbs, chairman of the panel
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said: “The reputation of The Scheme is
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network of janitorial
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launched a new, online
budget managing
  
customers monitor and
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 www.chsa.co.uk

 www.jangro.net

OCS TAKES CENTRE STAGE AT RICS FM CASE
STUDY LAUNCH

ADVANCED WINS ESX 2015 INNOVATION
AWARD FOR PERFECTSYNC EMERGENCY
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

OCS took
centre stage at
Birmingham’s
National Exhibition
Centre for the
launch of the third
series of the RICS
strategic facilities
management case
studies.
OCS was one of
six organisations
featured in the
document. Its relationship with the NEC, one of Britain’s most iconic events
venues, was showcased as a best practice example of how strategic FM can
deliver value to an organisation.
^}          2{8 # &X& 
service was good, but good customer service was no longer good enough,”
explained Paul Thrupp, OCS’s account director at the NEC, to the group of
over 80 delegates who attended the launch event. Thrupp explained how,
by appointing a head of customer excellence and introducing heads of
%  18  %           %   
dramatically improved service levels.
The case study document can be downloaded from the RICS website at:
http://www.rics.org/uk/news/news-insight/news/rics-strategic-facilitiesmanagement-case-studies/
 www.ocs.co.uk
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QBE INSURANCE GROUP INVEST IN 18 TOPBREWERS
AND 2 TOPWATERS FOR MAJOR OFFICE REFURBISHMENT
One of the world’s leading insurance providers,
QBE Insurance Group, have selected Scanomat’s
TopBrewer and TopWater for their newly
      !   !
Fenchurch Street.
<    ;   ;; 
and water taps will be the standard beverage
       %       
<         !  ` 
Perkins + Will, who are one of the most successful
         
Workplace Consultants, CBRE, are managing
delivery of the project which is due for completion
#  &X*
<  7       7  
investment will provide a new modern working
 %        %   _   
‘ONE QBE’ values and strategic mission ‘to adopt
a consistent and aligned approach to the way we
manage, grow and build our business around the
globe.’
Scanomat UK will install a mix of TopBrewer and
<}         
Brokers Lounge and pantries at Plantation Place,

with the roll out commencing towards the end
 &X'
Mark Thompson, head of corporate real
estates services at QBE comments: “We selected
the TopBrewer as the standard refreshment
solution for our modern workspace due to it’s
_$    %        
aspect. It is the ideal refreshment solution for
   ¤`{             
     
 %  
environment.”
  `   
   ; 
of Scanomat UK, said: “At Scanomat, we have
         
experience by challenging the way
       
Our clients love the freedom that the
<`       
    _$    
     }   
to have QBE Insurance on board as a
TopBrewer client and look forward to
watching the project develop over the
$ *  X&   

 www.scanomat.co.uk

GREAT OPENINGS WITH OPEX OMATION
The Omation range of products from the global
specialist OPEX simply represents the most
   %   ; %   %  
of postal processing options for guaranteed fast,
safe and accurate mail opening.
<  1   &XX&     %
            
%  &    %   
             % 
minute. The milling cutter technology completely
opens envelopes without any damage to contents,
allowing fast extraction and eliminating the
        ;
can cause. A digital counter and bin full indicator
for the cuttings are included as standard. The
 &XX&       % 
technology at great value.
Combining the latest in OPEX Corporation’s mail

          
the Omation Model 306 sets a new standard for
%     <     
quiet milling cutter removes chips as small as
0.01” from the envelope edge for safe and secure
$   <   ; 
      _$     
easier job setup. With breakthrough feeder speeds
    %      *

 www.opex.com

     %     
  %      %    
      %     _
    5
;    9! 7
printer provides date
coding, sequential
numbering, messaging,
and ID tag bar coding while
a stats printer (optional)
provides additional
statistics reports for
monitoring performance.
The Model 306 is available
with enhanced sorting
capabilities, known as the
Model 306s.
The Omation Quiet Jog
    
 %   "  
cheques, and documents.
      
processing, this document
jogger moves contents
away from the envelope
  7      
helping to prevent jams
during envelope opening.

 01204 388838

The Quiet Jog is a valuable addition to mailrooms,
           
operations.

 slee@opex.com
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CHAMPAGNE CELEBRATIONS AS GUESTS
TOUR NEW VENTILATION HYGIENE
HEADQUARTERS
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TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811

GEMINI – CONTRACT FLOORING
PRODUCTS DIRECT
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 www.geminiadhesivesgroup.com

 0800 328 4267

 info@geminiadhesivesgroup.com
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NOTTINGHAM LOOKS TO EXPAND ITS EV
CHARGING SOLUTIONS WITH APT TECHNOLOGIES

BM TRADA HOLDS FREE FIRE SAFETY
SEMINAR IN BIRMINGHAM

Plans are being
developed by Nottingham
City Council to introduce
  ;  
charging points from APT
Technologies to further
support the Council’s
_    
Recent developments
that are making APT
Technologies’ Evolt rapid
charging solutions quicker and easier to install are helping the Council
      ;  
   %   
                
APT Technologies’ relationship with Nottingham City Council started in
&X&         {% 8      % 

at locations including bus depots, a bus station and a Park and Ride facility
 %  _  * "         
The electric buses and their charging infrastructure are helping
2
    8 V       <    &*   
 
      &&
Justin Meyer, general manager, APT Technologies, says recent
innovations are making Evolt rapid chargers the product of choice for a
     8  8  | ^1     %
   
    %           
 %  8  V
sustainability agenda.”

` </565     ;      = %  
Birmingham on 8 September. The ever popular event, Fire Protection
 =    /         $    
of the Responsible Person under the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order
//1+         %    
It provides an introduction to the legislation and explains the vital role of
 %                
and continuing maintenance is essential.
The seminar explains the importance of ensuring the competency of
those involved in assessing, specifying, installing and maintaining passive
               ] 
                      
   %     
<      %      $      
including representatives from BM TRADA, the Fire Protection Association,
Association for Specialist Fire
!   8    1 
5       ` 
Jacobson.
Delegates also receive free
access to ‘The Responsible Person’
;
     
Protection Association.
http://www.bmtrada.com/en-gb/
     
     

 www.aptcontrols.co.uk/apt-technologies

 www.bmtrada.com

 +44 (0)20 84212211

 firetraining@bmtrada.com
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3M INNOVATION HELPS REDUCE COSTS AND IMPROVE SUSTAINABILITY
FOR ISS
V
% %    _    % 
cleaning and maintenance products is helping ISS
to drive down costs and reduce its environmental
         
worldwide.
3M is one of just two companies approved by
]   _     
 
              
 V    ]   V  ; 
commitment to cleaning innovation, ISS has
recently been testing new Scotchgard Stone Floor
Protector and 3M Glass Cleaner & Protector at
its headquarters in Copenhagen, Denmark, with
impressive results.
“As one of the world’s largest facility service
providers it is vital that we partner with companies
with a strong global presence and who share
our commitment to cleaning excellence” says
Anders Dedenroth Høj, Group Category Manager,
Cleaning for ISS Group Procurement. “In 3M we
have an approved supplier whose reputation for
%          _ 
are renowned for their performance, durability and
sustainability.”

Among the latest 3M products being adopted
 ]      ;`  9   
!       ;`   ! 
! !!+ <  9   _     

   
    
        _      
       <  !! _  
 ;      _  7 
detergent or water. Customer trials reveal that,

used with a standard rotary machine, SPP pads can
%   Z       
conventional chemical stripping.
“Doing more for our customers means thinking
creatively and harnessing the latest innovations,
which is why we were so keen to test these new
 %    # 2"  ]
   !     9   
Environment & Corporate Responsibility.

 www.3M.eu/facilities

ACHIEVE YOUR ENERGY REDUCTION TARGETS WITH AIRIUS
{       
 % V     
businesses are increasingly searching for ways to
reduce their energy costs and carbon emissions.
Many have already put processes in place to reduce
their energy usage, carbon emissions, and costs
but the Governments Energy Saving Opportunity
  {+            
front of mind for every major consumer of energy.
Esos requires eligible companies to carry out
an audit of the energy used by their buildings,
           ;
 %    %  5     
             
in buildings today it may be a good place to start
making savings.

 www.airius.co.uk

          ' 
&8           
to 10°C are common over a height of 10 metres. In
$        X©8
have been found over a height of 10 metres.
Airius Europe are specialists in thermal
     %    
             &*
<  8 < =>      
as on f its top three carbon reduction initiatives for
buildings.
5            
savings on both heating and cooling costs,
with their market leading solution to reduce
    &     '    < 
Airius units have been tested and
proven by the likes of John Lewis,
Boots, Morrisons, M&S, Land Rover and
Jaguar. Maximising the performance of
existing heating and cooling systems
it is designed to be installed alongside
all types of heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) equipment, whilst

   
  
carbon emissions, making a positive
contribution to decreasing the impact
on climate change.

 01202 554200

Airius will once again be exhibiting at The Energy
{%    <  2{8 ` 
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  X*   &X'

 Airflow@airius.co.uk
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NEW GUIDE TO
STOKVIS PLATE
HEAT EXCHANGERS

EASILUME’S LED ‘PREFECT FOR THE JOB’
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applications including domestic
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 www.stokvisboilers.com

 020 8783 3050

{ ~        ~{6    = %
Business Team’s (UBT) new conference centre, Exchange Place, in
}   { ~   $ ~{6          
a long lasting, low maintenance light which could be centrally controlled,
making the room usable as a lecture theatre, dining hall and exhibition
space.
^<      7  %     6  ~ 
EasiLume head of lighting design.
EasiLume’s high quality LEDs can last up to 100,000 hours, which is the
equivalent to 11½ of constant running. They are fully controllable, fully
versatile and can save up to 80 per cent on energy bills compared to their
_         %
^!                  ~{6  
 %         
    6   ^`  
venue like this, with
well over 100 lamps
at seven metres up,
changing a light bulb
isn’t easy and the
maintenance bills can
quickly rack up. LEDs
are perfect for this job.
They are long lasting,
reliable, fully dimmable
and fully controllable.
We made our case to
UBT and the result is
fantastic.”
 www.EasiLume.com

 info@stokvisboilers.com

 SDixon@originlighting.co.uk

GBM RETAINS SOUTHBANK CENTRE
HOUSEKEEPING & PORTERAGE CONTRACT

RURAL ENERGY
BUCKS IN WITH
£1.3 MILLION
BIOMASS DEAL

Support services
group GBM has been
awarded a three year
contract following a
competitive tender.
The deal is worth in
excess of £3 million
over the three years.
  & `
have been providing
&Z 9
and Porterage
Services to the Southbank Centre.
<     8           X'X  % 
~   <    % &     $      %  
annually making it one of the most popular cultural destinations in the
country.
The Southbank Centre includes the Royal Festival Hall, the Queen
{ " 9   ! /     9  < 
accommodate in excess of 600 performances a year and attract up to three
million visitors, through their doors.
The deal will introduce a number of enhancements, increasing the overall
customer experience.
=>  `  %           
support services to provide a clean, safe, quality environment for its clients,
       %  
 www.abm.com
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 www.ruralenergy.co.uk
 0203 1890676
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TRAINING

MAINTAINING VIGILANCE
Recently Europe has again been rocked by terror attacks. Terrorists have struck
in Tunisia, massacaring European citizens, the police have been targeted, as has
the Jewish Community. Mike Bluestone, director of Corps Consult, explains how
training can help prevent this

T

he current government threat
level for international terrorism
here in the United Kingdom now
stands at ‘Severe’, meaning that
terrorist attacks are ‘likely’. The
current threat level from Northern
Ireland-related terrorism in Northern
Ireland itself is assessed to be
‘Severe’, although in Britain it is
assessed to be ‘Moderate’, meaning
that an attack is possible, but not
likely.
For facilities managers here in the
=>       
 
challenge when planning and

implementing security programmes.
Many public and private companies
and organisations, irrespective of size
and scale, can equally fall victim to acts
of terrorism. Frequently, the ownership
and global areas of operation of such
companies and organisations will
          <  
example, American owned businesses
or those operating in global regions of
 _     %  
     <    
         
increased when there is no dedicated
and experienced security manager with

whom they can share responsibilities.
Of course, threats against
organisations do not just emanate from
terrorists. Organised crime, opportunist
          %  
of single-issue and direct action groups
pose daily threats to many companies
and businesses.
]   X    X  
business sectors were targeted, such as
the pharmaceutical industry, fur trade,
      < ;
century single-issue and protest groups
      
range of business sectors, with the

           
sectors being prime examples.
!    %  
      
  
 %       
      < 
facilities managers who have acquired
the skills to carry out security surveys
within their own company premises
  %         
their physical, electronic and human
security resources, as well as gaining
a deeper understanding of how to
select, and where to source appropriate
suppliers.

IS THE FM INDUSTRY LOOKING AT THE RIGHT QUESTIONS?
June really has been a very interesting month. It started with the publication
of our workplace research that we conducted through Quora Consulting.
To be honest this was a bit left field, because rather than a look at the dayto-day issues facing facilities managers, we decided instead to focus on the
reactions and feelings of the people who actually work in the premises that
we as an industry support.
Some of the results were striking. For example, one question asked
respondents if they felt that their workplaces encourage productivity.
You would expect with all the activity that has been going on recently to
introduce more employee-friendly and agile workplaces, the answers would
be positive. However, the overall satisfaction level on this point was well
below 50 per cent.
Even more interestingly, just one in three workers under 30, felt that
their workplaces supported productivity. The research contains a number
of fascinating insights into key business sectors and different aspects of
working life and really is a “must-read” for anyone involved in setting
corporate strategy.
The second interesting aspect of June for me was the dinner we hosted for
dozen or so property directors at which we shared the results of the research
and spent a very enjoyable evening discussing their reactions.
One of the best comments to describe that discussion came from a much
respected client who commented at the end of the evening – “I'm hugely
excited by the fact a group of senior property directors like this has spent the
entire discussion looking at how we can humanise our services. There has
been no discussion of KPIs, lease breaks, occupancy, or any of the day-to-day
minutiae that characterise most FM and property discussions.
"Instead, we have focused on how people work, and how we need to
anticipate the evolution of their needs from a workplace, rather then
following an architect’s idea, or the latest fashion in office layout. When you
look at our role from that perspective, you realise that for a long time we

have all been answering the
wrong questions, whether
as suppliers or clients.”
We covered subjects as
diverse as providing good
restroom facilities for front
of house staff, punk offices
and Google’s approach to
freebies, through making
home working succeed to
reducing waste in the NHS
by involving the people on
the ground. It left all of us
with a great deal to think
about in terms of how we
move our sector forward.
The third thing about
June that made me pause
to think about where we as
industry should be going came when I attended the Facilities Show, at which
we gave a keynote presentation.
The contrast between the strategic people-centred discussions we enjoyed
just a week earlier, and the display of gritting machines, cleaning products,
consumables, and tools, could not have been greater. Far from being an
event at which the great and good of the industry come together to talk
about how we can improve our customers’ lives, the focus at this show was
far more operational.
Of course there is a need for a marketplace where the people that use
products and services can come to see the latest ideas and innovations, and
the Facilities Show does an excellent job of providing it.
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BIFM ANNOUNCES NEW BOARD

Lucy Black

Victoria O’Farrell

Stephen Welch

The British Institute of Facilities Management (BIFM) has held its BIFM Members’ Council
which saw the election of three new non-executive director members to the Board.
Lucy Black, director of Facilities Management Analysis replaces Ashley Rogers as Chair
of Members’ Council Victoria O’Farrell, managing director MV consultants Ltd, takes
over from Samantha Raishbrook as Special Interest Group representative. And, Stephen
Welch, director of Facilities / Keeper of the House, Northern Ireland Assembly replaces
Emma Bailey as Members’ Council Representative.
%       `'  !
BIFM Annual General Meeting (AGM) which is being held on 12 August in London.
In a statement BIFM thanked Rogers, Raishbrook and Bailey for their time spent serving
as members of the Board, along with Graham Briscoe who will be stepping down from the
Board at the end of his term.

WARD AND HOWORTH STRENGTHEN
CONDECO’S SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM
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Find your job in FM
We are delighted to announce that we have completely re-vamped the
Job Section of the FMJ website. It is now possible to upload your CV
directly online and advertise yourself to the 25,000 decision makers who
visit the site every month.
As before there will be dozens of new jobs posted every week, so make
sure you take a look and don’t miss out on a great opportunity.

www.fmj.co.uk/jobs
The new job section from FMJ
50
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CAREER LADDER

Facilities Management is known to be a career
Name: Jan-Hein Hemke

that people fall into from other sectors. In

Current role:
Managing Director,
Facilicom UK

this regular column, FMJ chats to a facilities

Born: Amsterdam, Netherlands

and takes a look at their career path. This month

Lives: Surrey, UK

we talk to Jan-Hein Hemke from Facilicom UK

? $    Q 
I am a farmer’s son so I worked on the
farm as soon as I could walk!
? $    Q 
  
I began as a business development
manager (BDM) for Rentokil in the
Netherlands; selling washroom hygiene
services.
? $  
  !X% 
  
It was in 1991 and I thought it was
simpler – managing a facility – and far
less complex and diverse than I later
came to understand.
? What made you choose FM as

I didn’t; it chose me! I’d originally
intended to enter the hospitality
industry but due to some national
   _ )
education, my options changed. Like
many people, my arrival in FM was
by chance – an accident I suppose
– but I have loved it ever since and
 V )   
? How did you progress through
      
In 1992 I began with Rentokil as a BDM
progressing through sales manager and
branch manager roles until I became
the divisional manager for Belgium &
Luxembourg.
I then joined the Facilicom Services
Group in 1999 as regional director of
their Multi-Service Division (cleaning,
  )#       ) * 
solutions), moving onwards to the
same role within the specialist catering
arm of the business – with full national
coverage – before taking the regional
director role for cleaning, including
specialist food industry cleaning, for

North, West & Central Netherlands.
I moved abroad (a wish of mine for
many years) to take my current role as
managing director of Facilicom’s UK
operations in 2004.
? 9  @   
!%  
 
I have an MBA which has proved
extremely useful in my career as a whole
    @/  V  
? What was your worst ever
 
That’s easy as I’ve only ever had two. I
interviewed for a position with a large
international accountancy group and
found it (unsurprisingly) focused entirely
on numbers with no human or personal
orientation. It all felt a bit cold to me so I
dropped out of the process.
? What is your greatest
contribution to the FM sector, or
  
_ "*         
they have contributed to the whole FM
sector as there are so many people who
    )    
truly be accountable. Within Facilicom,
I’m proud to have developed a ‘family
feel’ in our UK organisation. Again, I
can’t take all the credit though as I’ve
been very fortunate to work with people
who are progressive and supportive of
innovation.
? What’s changed most since you

The market is increasingly
commoditised with an enormous focus
on price, occasionally at the expense
of other more important values. The
     
exercise rather than a real desire and
appetite to improve and enhance.
@   )#    

professional about how they got into the sector

bouncing ideas around and looking at
fresh perspectives.

gradually returning to our sector there
is now a tangible return to quality and
service being at the heart of a best value
FM proposition.

? How would you describe what
you do to a stranger at a dinner


? If you could do one thing
  "
  

I’m the guy that would ask them a
million questions! I love meeting new
people and learning about who they are
and what interests them. I think that’s
part of being a good host too; making
someone feel as welcome as you
possibly can.

Early in my career – and I will blame
youthful over-exuberance for once in
my life – I made an acquisition based
on an eagerness to grow rather than on
sound commercial principles. I learned
greatly from that error and the ensuing
experience and it made me wiser and
more astute on future occasions.
? What would make the biggest
   %

Closer alignment between the public
and private sectors; particularly
with regard to best practices around
         
In relation to this, I believe it is vitally
important that the cleaning industry
continues to lead the way towards the
Living Wage replacing the minimum
wage. An increased focus on sector
and service specialisation within the
@/  )   
on single-service solutions rather than
bundled services would also make a big
*  
? What advice would you give
to young people coming into the
    
H*  _ ) *  ) 
add value but not just to your employer;
to yourself too.
? Who’s your mentor (either in FM
  V 
That’s easy; my closest friend. He’s not
    )# )*  
personality to mine, is a very easy going
conversationalist and we have great fun

? What qualities should a good FM
  



I think in many ways the qualities are the
same as being a good dinner party host.
You need to ask questions and listen to
your customers’ needs so you can adapt
 )" *     )
also need to be able to juggle lots of
things at once.
? What are your long-term goals
 6   
I’m focused on steering Facilicom UK
to becoming a top 10 provider in both
its current market places of cleaning
and security services. I’m committed to
doing that whilst continuing our course
as a socially-orientated innovator – both
in environmental practices and most
  )    
our absolute dedication to colleague
well-being. I aim to have climbed four
out of the great Seven Summits and to
have seen both my kids work out who
they are and, even more so, who they’re
  %  )#$   
retire sometime?
? What matters more: challenging/
interesting work, the opportunity to
 ~6     
Q  
A ‘no-brainer’! Challenging and
interesting work every time.

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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THE RIGHT PRINT
MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
COMPANY
FOR YOU!
Manage costs, save on printing, boost productivity. We can
help you be more sustainable and secure.
• Print Management
• Project Management
• Web Based Solutions
• Artwork and Design

• Warehousing, Fulﬁlment
and Distribution
• Corporate Identity Policing
• Management Reporting

• Personalisation
To ﬁnd out more about how our expertise can help you,
please get in touch via our sales team on 01293 773221
or email info@thecgl.co.uk

T 01293 773221

E info@thecgl.co.uk

www.thecgl.co.uk

